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“Leach’s report is both 

affectingly personal, delving into 

many intimate stories of 

visionaries, and a sound 

historical study . . . An eye-

opening look at an Eden of 

eco-villages gradually giving way 

to economic exigencies.” 

— Kirkus Reviews

 

“An insane road trip to the 

Canadian water apocalypse 

courtesy of the corporate 

forces of ignorance and greed, 

and a blueprint for a rational, 

prosperous and dignified 

future by the visionary prophet 

of democracy and 

sustainability.”  

— Robert F. Kennedy Jr. 

“Eddie Dougherty is the kind of 

guy who grows on you, and 

now, in John McFetridge’s third 

Dougherty novel, Eddie is in full 

bloom as a solid character and 

an intuitively smart cop . . . A 

McFetridge book at his 

excellent best.” 

— Toronto Star

“Populated with a diverse cast 

of well-drawn characters . . . 

this book is for readers who  

like their history gritty and 

action-packed.” 

— Publishers Weekly

“A bleak and luminescent 

elegy, a frontier novel 

masquerading as post-

apocalyptic fiction and vice 

versa. One of the most intense 

CanLit novels of all time.”  

— Clifford Jackman, author 

of The Winter Family

ECW Press acknowledges the support of the Canada Council for the Arts, which last year invested $153 
million to bring the arts to Canadians throughout the country. This book is funded in part by the 
Government of Canada. Nous remercions le Conseil des arts du Canada de son soutien. L’an dernier, le Conseil a 
investi 153 millions de dollars pour mettre de l’art dans la vie des Canadiennes et des Canadiens de tout le pays. Ce livre 
est financé en partie par le gouvernement du Canada. We acknowledge the support of the Ontario Arts Council 
(OAC), an agency of the Government of Ontario, which last year funded 1,737 individual artists and 
1,095 organizations in 223 communities across Ontario for a total of $52.1 million. We acknowledge 
the support of the Government of Ontario through the Ontario Media Development Corporation.
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format you choose. Anyone 
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(PDF or ePub format) for 
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“A brisk and occasionally 

uplifting volume for hockey 

nerds everywhere.”  

— Quill & Quire
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A riveting story of talent and the price it exacts, 
set in a richly imagined Victorian England

CALLED THE MOST PROMISING artist of his generation, 
handsome, modest, and affectionate, Richard Dadd rubbed 
shoulders with the great luminaries of the Victorian Age. He grew 
up along the Medway with Charles Dickens and studied at the 
Royal Academy Schools under the brilliant and eccentric J.M.W. 
Turner.

Based on Dadd’s tragic true story, Mad Richard follows the 
young artist as he develops his craft, contemplates the nature 
of art and fame — as he watches Dickens navigate those tricky 
waters — and ultimately finds himself imprisoned in Bedlam for 
murder, committed as criminally insane.

In 1853, Charlotte Brontë — about to publish her third 
novel, suffering from unrequited love, and herself wrestling with 
questions about art and artists, class, obsession and romance — 
visits Richard at Bedlam and finds an unexpected kinship in his 
feverish mind and his haunting work.

Masterfully slipping through time and memory, Mad Richard 
maps the artistic temperaments of Charlotte and Richard, 
weaving their divergent lives together with their shared fears and 
follies, dreams, and crushing illusions.

LESLEY KRUEGER is a novelist and screenwriter. Richard Dadd’s first 

cousin-in-law five times removed (if she has the genealogy right), Lesley drew 

on family information unknown to biographers in writing Mad Richard. The 

author of six books, she lives with her husband in Toronto where she’s an avid 

member of a women’s hockey league and a writer-mentor at the Canadian Film 

Centre. Find her online at LesleyKrueger.com.  

1

LESLEY KRUEGER

Mad Richard

fiction

ISBN 978-1-77041-356-6
5.5 x 8.5", 360pp, paper
$18.95 CDN / $15.95 U.S.
March 2017

✽✽ “The knitting together of Charlotte Brontë’s 
and Richard Dadd’s different trajectories 
worked like a dream. I was enthralled.”  
— Terry Gilliam

✽✽ Based on the life of painter Richard Dadd, 
the novel imagines his path intersecting with 
contemporaries Charlotte Brontë and Charles 
Dickens.

✽✽ Hired to accompany a rich man on his 
Grand Tour of the Holy Land, Dadd became 
delusional in Egypt, hearing the god Osiris 
instruct him to kill. His strange behaviour was 
passed off as sunstroke and left to escalate. 
Today, Dadd would likely be diagnosed as a 
paranoid schizophrenic.

✽✽ Dadd’s paintings hang at the Tate in London 
and in personal collections. His masterpiece 
The Fairy Feller’s Master-Stroke inspired a 
song by Queen, and many notable artists — 
like Neil Gaiman — are admirers of his work.

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

On the Shores 
of Darkness, 
There Is Light
A Novel

Cordelia Strube

978-1-77041-296-5, paper

$18.95 CDN / U.S.

Watch How We Walk
A Novel

Jennifer LoveGrove

978-1-77041-127-2, paper

$18.95 CDN / U.S.
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A literary, genre-bending novel full of heart

CULT COMIC BOOK CREATOR Debbie Reynolds 
Biondi has been riding the success of her Cold War era–inspired 
superhero series, Sputnik Chick: Girl with No Past, for more than 25 
years. But with the comic book losing fans and Debbie struggling 
to come up with new plotlines for her badass, mutant-killing 
heroine, she decides to finally tell Sputnik Chick’s origin story.

Debbie’s never had to make anything up before and she isn’t 
starting now. Sputnik Chick is based on Debbie’s own life in 
an alternate timeline called Atomic Mean Time. As a teenager 
growing up in Shipman’s Corners — a Rust Belt town voted by 
Popular Science magazine as “most likely to be nuked” — she was 
recruited by a self-proclaimed time traveller to collapse Atomic 
Mean Time before an all-out nuclear war grotesquely altered 
humanity. In trying to save the world, Debbie risked obliterating 
everyone she’d ever loved — as well as her own past — in the 
process.

Or so she believes . . . Present-day Debbie is addicted to 
lorazepam and dirty, wet martinis, making her an unreliable 
narrator, at best. A time-bending novel that delves into the origin 
story of the Girl with No Past, Sputnik’s Children explores what it 
was like to come of age in the Atomic Age.

Growing up in the Niagara region during the Cold War, TERRI FAVRO was 

told, “If they drop the bomb, we’ll be the first to go.” Today she is a CBC Literary 

Prize finalist; author of the award-winning novella, The Proxy Bride ; and co-

creator of the Bella comic book series. Terri lives in Toronto, Ontario, and blogs 

at TerriFavro.ca.

TERRI FAVRO

Sputnik’s Children

ISBN 978-1-77041-341-2
5.5 x 8.5", 280pp, paper
$19.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.
April 2017

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

A Desolate Splendor
A Novel

John Jantunen

978-1-77041-204-0, paper

$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

The Conjoined
A Novel

Jen Sookfong Lee

978-1-77041-284-2, paper

$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

✽✽ This tale of the Atomic Age centres on the 
possibly delusional Debbie Biondi, who 
believes that she is the lead character from 
her hit comic book series, Sputnik Chick: Girl 
with No Past.

✽✽ Sputnik’s Children weaves a coming-of-age 
narrative, set in an era when everyone was 
living in fear of the Bomb, with sci-fi elements 
of parallel universes and time travel.

A Novel
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A lushly imagined novel that asks, “When do we 
ever really know ourselves?”

WHEN REBECCA LAURELSON is forced to leave her 
post as a trauma surgeon in an east African field hospital, she 
arrives at her aunt’s house on the Indian Ocean and is taken into 
the heart of a family she has never met before. It’s a world of all-
night beach parties and constant cocktail receptions, and within 
its languorous embrace her attraction for her much younger 
cousin grows.

But the gilded lives of her aunt Julia’s family and their fellow 
white Africans on the coast are under threat — Islamist terror 
attacks are on the rise and Rebecca knows more about this 
violence than she is prepared to reveal. Will she be able to save 
her newfound family from the violence that encroaches on their 
seductive lives? Or, amidst growing unrest, will the true reason 
for her hasty exit from her posting be unmasked? Rebecca finds 
herself torn between the family she hardly knows and a past she 
dares not divulge.

JEAN MCNEIL has written ten books, including five novels. She has twice 

been the winner of the PRISM International competition, and her work has been 

shortlisted for the Governor General’s Literary Award, the Journey Prize, the 

National Magazine awards, and the Pushcart Prize. She is co-director of the 

Masters in Prose Fiction at the University of East Anglia. Originally from Nova 

Scotia, she has lived and travelled extensively in southern and east Africa and 

lives in London, England.

JEAN MCNEIL

The Dhow House

ISBN 978-1-77041-349-8
5.5 x 8.5", 480pp, paper
$19.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.
April 2017

✽✽ The New York Times praised Jean McNeil’s 
most recent book: “Ice Diaries is stunningly 
written and should be on the shelf of anyone 
fascinated by the globe’s final geographic 
and psychic frontier.”

✽✽ The Dhow House is a novel of passion, family 
ties, and divided loyalties stirred in the wake 
of deadly attacks by the terrorist group Al-
Shabaab.

✽✽ Set in a white colonial enclave, the driving 
story combines social commentary with 
rich characterization and explorations of 
morality — perfect for animated book club 
discussions.

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

The Clay Girl
A Novel

Heather Tucker

978-1-77041-303-0, paper

$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

The Colonial Hotel
A Novel

Jonathan Bennett

978-1-77041-178-4, cloth

$22.95 CDN / U.S.
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Rollins’s Get in the Van meets Bidini’s  
On a Cold Road in an original fever dream

WHILE TOURING EUROPE, Eamon McGrath wrestled 
with one of the biggest questions on the mind of any touring 
artist: should you suffer for your art? The pain and heartache 
that goes along with a working musician’s lifestyle must serve 
as a means to some kind of cathartic end, McGrath argues — 
otherwise that torment served no purpose. In Berlin-Warszawa 
Express, McGrath fictionalizes experiences from his life and the 
lives of his peers to seek out meaning and significance in the 
tumultuous and emotional experience of living on the road.

From boozy techno-fied weekends in Berlin, to punk squats 
in Prague, to the alleyways and barrooms of Vienna, McGrath 
chronicles the dramatic changes in emotion and culture occurring 
on both sides of the train window in this raucous debut.

With over 300 songs written and recorded, album of the year credits, multiple 

continent-spanning tours, EAMON MCGRATH has developed a body of 

work that could rival that of any artist 15 years his senior. This is the house that 

punk rock built: a fierce DIY attitude and constantly changing style has guided 

McGrath across the globe on countless tours, stories from which were cultivated 

in innumerable journal entries and song lyrics, eventually becoming the 

evocative and emotional journey that forms the backbone of Berlin-Warszawa 

Express. He is based in Toronto, Ontario.

EAMON MCGRATH

Berlin-Warszawa 
Express

ISBN 978-1-77041-328-3
5.5 x 8.5", 120pp, paper
$19.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.
May 2017

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

Boring Girls
A Novel

Sara Taylor

978-1-77041-016-9, paper

$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

✽✽ The wild tales of booze-soaked, all-night 
parties in European cities are perfect for the 
reader who wants to live the rock and roll 
lifestyle vicariously.

✽✽ The book is semi-autobiographical; McGrath 
tours throughout North America, Europe, and 
the U.K., playing 80–100 shows per year.

The Sky Manifest
A Novel

Brian Panhuyzen

978-1-77041-081-7, paper

$18.95 CDN / U.S.
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Rousing, bullsh*t-free advice for aspiring  
career changers

WHAT IS A CAREERGASM? Does it feel as good as  
it sounds?

You bet your ass it does. A Careergasm happens when your 
work feels good. Really good. Like a groovin’ Marvin Gaye song. 
Like you and your work belong together, and you can’t help 
coming back for more.

But how do you get your mojo back when you’re in a 
passionless relationship with your job? In Careergasm, Sarah 
Vermunt leads the way. This playful, empowering book for 
wannabe career changers is a rally cry, a shot of courage, and a 
road map charting the course to meaningful work. Filled with 
real stories about brave people making great stuff happen, this 
how-to book will help you step out of your career rut and into 
action. It is written with love and punctuated with laughter. The 
snorting kind. And the occasional F-bomb. It’s a warm hug 
and a kick in the ass delivered by a straight-talking spitfire who 
walks the talk and has hundreds of thousands of people sharing 
her work online. It’s time to feel good again.

A former business professor, SARAH VERMUNT is the founder of 

Careergasm, where she helps people figure out what the heck they want so 

they can quit jobs they hate and do work they love. She writes about careers 

for Forbes, Fortune, Inc., and Entrepreneur. She lives in Toronto, Ontario, and 

online at Careergasm.com.

SARAH VERMUNT

Careergasm

ISBN 978-1-77041-371-9
5 x 7.5", 232pp, paper
2-colour throughout
$18.95 CDN / $14.95 U.S.
March 2017

✽✽ More than half of Americans are unhappy at 
work and that number is rising, with women 
more dissatisfied than men. People born after 
the baby boom generation will hold an average 
of 12 jobs in their 20s through 40s.

✽✽ Sarah’s work has been featured in such 
publications as the Chicago Tribune, the 
Financial Times, Virgin Radio, and Flare. Her 
articles at Forbes and Entrepreneur alone have 
had over 200K shares.

✽✽ For readers of Big Magic, #GIRLBOSS, Rising 
Strong, and You Are a Badass.

Find Your Way to Feel-Good Work
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ALSO IN PARTNERSHIP WITH WWE

Accepted
How the First Gay Superstar 

Changed WWE

Pat Patterson 

978-1-77041-293-4, cloth

$27.95 CDN / $25.95 U.S.

ISBN 978-1-77041-325-2
6 x 9", 240pp, cloth
full colour throughout
$29.95 CDN / $25.95 U.S.
April 2017

✽✽ One of the hottest entertainment brands in the 
world, NXT is broadcast on the WWE Network 
and boasts over 1.7 million active viewers.

✽✽ NXT performers have been brought in from 
every corner of the globe and have graduated 
to the top positions of the WWE main roster. 
The last three WWE World Champions came up 
through NXT.

✽✽ WWE will be very involved with the promotion 
of this book through their massive platform, 
with ads, mentions on telecasts, and more.

The first comprehensive book on WWE’s  
hottest brand

NXT: THE FUTURE IS NOW follows the rise of WWE’s 
popular NXT brand from its conception to the brink of taking 
over WWE with its own rabid following. For decades, sports-
entertainment had no centralized system for recruiting and 
training talent. Recognizing this need, Paul Levesque — better 
known as 14-time World Champion Triple H — convinced 
Vince McMahon that WWE must reinvent itself. This book 
delivers the revealing story of Levesque’s vision and the 
revolutionary impact it has already had on the WWE landscape, 
cultivating such world-renowned stars as Seth Rollins, Kevin 
Owens, Charlotte, Finn Bálor, Sami Zayn, Sasha Banks, and so 
many more.

Learn about WWE’s groundbreaking approach to talent 
development and take a look inside the state-of-the-art WWE 
Performance Center as exciting performers hone their wrestling 
skills, characters, personalities, and so much more under Triple 
H’s watchful eye. With new, insightful interviews from Triple H, 
NXT trainers, Superstars, and other personalities, discover how 
WWE’s future is now!

JON ROBINSON is a sports and entertainment writer from San Francisco, 

California. His work has appeared on ESPN, Sports Illustrated, and IGN.com, 

and he is the author of six books, including Rumble Road, The Attitude Era, 

and Ultimate Warrior: A Life Lived Forever. VINCENT K. MCMAHON 

is the Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of WWE. A third 

generation promoter, McMahon purchased the company from his father in 

1982. Under his leadership, WWE has developed into one of the most popular 

and sophisticated forms of global entertainment today.

JON ROBINSON, FOREWORD BY 
VINCENT K. MCMAHON

NXT
The Future Is Now
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Documenting the rise of women’s wrestling 
from sideshow to WWE main event

SISTERHOOD OF THE SQUARED CIRCLE presents 
the fascinating history of women’s wrestling, from the carnival 
circuit of the late 1800s to today’s hugely popular matches. With 
more than 100 wrestler profiles, find out how backstage politics, 
real-life grudges, and incredible personalities shaped the business. 
The careers of many well-known trailblazers, including Mildred 
Burke, the Fabulous Moolah, Mae Young, Penny Banner, Wendi 
Richter, Trish Stratus, Chyna, and Lita, are celebrated alongside 
today’s stars, like Charlotte, Sasha Banks, and Bayley.

With rare photographs and an exploration of women’s 
wrestling worldwide — including chapters on Japan, Mexico, 
England, and Australia — Sisterhood of the Squared Circle is a 
priceless contribution to the history of professional wrestling.

PAT LAPRADE has been involved in pro wrestling for 15 years and has 

contributed to many women’s wrestling promotions, including SHIMMER and 

Femmes Fatales. He co-wrote Wrestling Observer’s 2013 book of the year Mad 

Dogs, Midgets and Screw Jobs as well as a biography of Maurice “Mad Dog” 

Vachon. He lives in Montreal, Quebec. DAN MURPHY has been a writer 

for Pro Wrestling Illustrated since 1997 and has overseen PWI ’s annual female 

50 ranking since its inception in 2008. He lives in Buffalo and has written four 

books on the history of his native western New York. Trained in the legendary 

Hart Dungeon, NATALYA is a former WWE Women’s Champion. She lives in 

Tampa, Florida.

PAT LAPRADE AND  
DAN MURPHY, FOREWORD BY  
WWE SUPERSTAR NATALYA

Sisterhood of the 
Squared Circle

ISBN 978-1-77041-307-8
6 x 9", 320pp, paper
2 8-page colour sections
20 B&W photos throughout
$22.95 CDN / $18.95 U.S.
April 2017

ALSO BY LAPRADE

Mad Dogs, Midgets 
and Screw Jobs
The Untold Story of how Montreal 

Shaped the World of Wrestling

Pat Laprade and Bertrand Hébert 

978-1-77041-094-7, paper

$19.95 CDN / U.S.

✽✽ Women’s wrestling is at its all-time high in 
popularity.

✽✽ UFC’s Ronda Rousey has brought a surge of 
attention to women’s grappling, and WWE 
platforms like NXT are taking women’s 
wrestling more seriously.

✽✽ The sport is in the zeitgeist: Jenji Kohan 
(Orange Is the New Black) is creating a TV 
series based on women’s wrestling.

The History and Rise of Women’s Wrestling
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ISBN 978-1-77041-347-4
5.5 x 8.5", 360pp, paper
35 B&W photos throughout
$22.95 CDN / $18.95 U.S.
May 2017

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

Van Halen Rising
How a Southern California 

Backyard Party Band 

Saved Heavy Metal

Greg Renoff 

978-1-77041-263-7, paper

$21.95 CDN / $18.95 U.S.

✽✽ This is the only book to celebrate 
Motörhead’s classic three-man lineup, 
covering their early years and first six albums.

✽✽ Martin Popoff is a die-hard music writer 
sure to do the band justice, with 54 books on 
heavy metal, hard rock, and record collecting.

✽✽ Motörhead has a huge worldwide fan base, 
thanks to their relentless touring, and a 
strong social media presence with 2.8M 
Facebook fans and over 900K Twitter and 
Instagram followers.

“Motörhead, remember me now,  
Motörhead, alright!”

LEMMY, PHIL, FAST EDDIE AND THE RISE OF 
MOTÖRHEAD is the first book to celebrate the classic-era 
Motörhead lineup of Lemmy Kilmister, “Fast” Eddie Clarke, and 
Phil “Philthy Animal” Taylor. Through interviews with all of the 
principal troublemakers, Martin Popoff celebrates the formation 
of the band and the records that made them legends: Motörhead, 
Overkill, Bomber, Ace of Spades, No Sleep ’til Hammersmith, and Iron Fist. 
An in-depth coda brings the story up to date with the shocking 
recent deaths of Taylor and Kilmister.

Motörhead comes to life in this book as bad-luck bad boys 
— doused in drink and drugs, most notably speed — incapable 
of running their lives right, save for Fast Eddie, who is charged 
with holding things together. Popoff also examines the heady 
climate of music through the band’s rise to prominence during 
the New Wave of British Heavy Metal, with detailed reflection on 
Motörhead’s unique position in the scene as both originators and 
embattled survivors who carried on the renegade spirit of those 
times.

With 54 books on heavy metal, hard rock, and record collecting, and with more 

than 7,900 record reviews, MARTIN POPOFF has been called “heavy 

metal’s most widely recognized journalist.” In addition to writing for Goldmine, 

BraveWords.com, and record companies, Martin works for Banger Productions, 

having conducted research and consulted on Rush: Beyond the Lighted Stage, 

Metal Evolution, Rock Icons, and the in-progress official documentary on ZZ Top. 

Martin lives in Toronto, Ontario; find him online at MartinPopoff.com.

MARTIN POPOFF

Lemmy, Phil, Fast 
Eddie and the Rise 
of Motörhead
Beer Drinkers and Hell Raisers

Contents Under 
Pressure
30 Years of Rush at 

Home and Away

Martin Popoff 

978-1-55022-678-2, paper

$24.95 CDN / $19.95 U.S.
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An official guide to the crazy science of  
Orphan Black

DELVE DEEPER into the scientific terms and theories at the 
core of the Peabody-winning, cult favourite show. With exclusive 
insights from the show’s co-creator Graeme Manson and science 
consultant Cosima Herter, The Science of Orphan Black takes 
you behind the closed doors of the Dyad Institute and inside 
Neolution. Authors Casey Griffin and Nina Nesseth decode 
the mysteries of Orphan Black — from the history of cloning, 
epigenetics, synthetic biology, chimerism, the real diseases 
on which the clone disease is based, and the transhumanist 
philosophies of Neolution, to what exactly happens when a 
projectile pencil is shot through a person’s eye and into their brain.

CASEY GRIFFIN is a graduate student pursuing her Ph.D. in developmental 

and stem-cell biology at the University of Southern California in Los Angeles. 

She’s been a fan of Orphan Black and avid member of the Clone Club since 2011. 

When she isn’t loudly fan-girling over the show and being an all-around sci-fi 

and comic book nerd, she can be found working in the lab. Also an avid Clone 

Club member, NINA NESSETH is a professional science communicator 

whose background is rooted in biomedical sciences and science communication, 

with special interest in human biology. She is a staff scientist at Science North 

in Sudbury, Ontario. Nina and Casey write for entertainment news site The Mary 

Sue, where they dissect the science of Orphan Black.

CASEY GRIFFIN AND  
NINA NESSETH, WITH  
GRAEME MANSON AND 
COSIMA HERTER

The Science of 
Orphan Black

ISBN 978-1-77041-380-1
5.5 x 8.5", 260pp, paper
20 B&W photos throughout
$22.95 CDN / $18.95 U.S.
June 2017

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

The Science of TV’s 
The Big Bang Theory
Explanations Even Penny 

Would Understand

Dave Zobel 

978-1-77041-217-0, paper

$17.95 CDN / U.S.

Wanna Cook? 

The Complete, Unofficial 

Companion to Breaking Bad

Ensley F. Guffey and 

K. Dale Koontz 

978-1-77041-117-3, paper

$18.95 CDN / U.S.

✽✽ An officially licensed book with exclusive 
content from Orphan Black science consultant 
Cosima Herter and co-creator Graeme Manson, 
making it especially appealing to the Clone Club 
— the show’s large, devoted international fan 
following.

✽✽ Airing on BBC America and Space/CTV, Orphan 
Black is a critic favourite recognized by GLAAD 
for its representation of LGBTQ characters.

✽✽ Series lead Tatiana Maslany has received a 
Golden Globe nomination (2014) and two Emmy 
nominations (2015, 2016) for her roles in  
Orphan Black.

✽✽ Publication timed with the fifth and final season.

The Official Companion
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ISBN 978-1-77041-361-0
5.5 x 8.5", 404pp, cloth
10 B&W photos throughout
$29.95 CDN / $26.95 U.S.
March 2017

✽✽ “I love the book — clear, concise, full of 
fun, and deceptively brilliant. Among the 
show business anecdotes is buried a real 
procedural on the art of directing.”  
— George Segal, Academy Award–nominated 
and Golden Globe–winning actor

✽✽ With a career spanning six decades, Kotcheff 
has directed 20 films and about 50 television 
shows and has worked alongside such celebs 
as Sylvester Stallone, Jane Fonda, Tom 
Selleck, and Nick Nolte.

✽✽ He was most recently co–executive producer 
on Law & Order: Special Victims Unit; series 
star Mariska Hargitay is contributing the 
foreword to Director’s Cut.

With six decades in show business, legendary 
director Ted Kotcheff looks back on his life

BORN TO IMMIGRANT PARENTS and raised in the 
slums of Toronto during the Depression, Ted Kotcheff learned 
storytelling on the streets before taking a stagehand job at CBC 
Television. Discovering his skills with actors and production, 
Kotcheff went on to direct some of the greatest films of the 
freewheeling 1970s, including The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz, 
Wake in Fright, and North Dallas Forty. After directing the 1980s 
blockbusters First Blood and Weekend at Bernie’s, Kotcheff helped 
produce the groundbreaking TV show Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit. During his career, he was declared a Communist 
by the U.S. government, banned from the Royal Albert Hall in 
London, and coped with assassination threats on one of his lead 
actors.

With his seminal films enjoying a critical renaissance, including 
praise from Martin Scorsese and Nick Cave, Kotcheff now turns 
the lens on himself. Witty and fearless, Director’s Cut is not just a 
memoir, but also a close-up on life and craft, with stories of his 
long friendship with Mordecai Richler and working with stars like 
Sylvester Stallone, James Mason, Gregory Peck, Ingmar Bergman, 
Gene Hackman, Jane Fonda, and Richard Dreyfuss, as well as 
advice on how to survive the slings and arrows of Hollywood.

TED KOTCHEFF resides in Los Angeles with his wife, Laifun, and their two 

children, Alexandra and Thomas. JOSH YOUNG is the co-author of five New 

York Times bestsellers, including books by Howie Mandel, Bob Newhart, and Jim 

Belushi. MARISKA HARGITAY is an Emmy- and Golden Globe–winning 

actor, producer, and director.

TED KOTCHEFF WITH  
JOSH YOUNG, FOREWORD BY 
MARISKA HARGITAY

Director’s Cut
My Life in Film
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Gus Van Sant’s film and the ’90s cult  
of the alternative

GUS VAN SANT’S 1991 indie darling My Own Private Idaho 
perplexed and provoked, inspiring a new ethos for a new 
decade: being different was better than being good. Gentlemen 
of the Shade examines how the film was a coming-of-age for a 
generation of young people who would embrace the alternative 
and bring their outsider perspectives to sustainability, 
technology, gender constructs, and social responsibility.

My Own Private Idaho — fragmented and saturated with 
colour and dirt and a painfully beautiful masculinity — also 
crept into popular media, and its influence can still be traced. 
R.E.M. Portlandia. Hipsterism. James Franco. Referencing the 
often-funny and sometimes-tragic cultural touchstones of 
the past 26 years, Gentlemen of the Shade sets the film as social 
bellwether for the many outsiders who were looking to join the 
right, or any, revolution.

JEN SOOKFONG LEE was born and raised in Vancouver’s East Side, 

and she now lives with her son in North Burnaby. She is the author of The 

Conjoined ; The Better Mother, a finalist for the City of Vancouver Book Award; 

The End of East; and Shelter, a novel for young adults. A popular CBC Radio 

One personality, Jen appears regularly as a contributor on The Next Chapter 

and is a frequent co-host of the Studio One Book Club.

JEN SOOKFONG LEE

Gentlemen of  
the Shade

ISBN 978-1-77041-313-9
4.75 x 7", 128pp, paper
$12.95 CDN / U.S.
June 2017

✽✽ For many in mainstream America, My Own 
Private Idaho was the first queer film they saw, 
because of heartthrob stars River Phoenix and 
Keanu Reeves.

✽✽ Director Gus Van Sant went on to mainstream 
success with films like Good Will Hunting and 
Milk, while star River Phoenix died two years 
after the film’s release.

My Own Private Idaho

pop classics #7

11film

ALSO IN THIS SERIES

National Treasure: 
Nicolas Cage
Lindsay Gibb 

978-1-77041-236-1, paper

$12.95 CDN / U.S.

Elvis Is King: Costello’s 
My Aim Is True
Richard Crouse 

978-1-77041-188-3, paper

$12.95 CDN / U.S.

Wrapped in Plastic: 
Twin Peaks
Andy Burns 

978-1-77041-210-1, paper

$12.95 CDN / U.S.

Raise Some Shell: 
Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles
Richard Rosenbaum 

978-1-77041-179-1, paper

$12.95 CDN / U.S.

It Doesn’t Suck: 
Showgirls
Adam Nayman 

978-1-77041-174-6, paper

$12.95 CDN / U.S.

In My Humble Opinion: 
My So-Called Life
Soraya Roberts 

978-1-77041-308-5, paper

$12.95 CDN / U.S.
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Will eating insects change the world for  
the better? 

MEET THE BEETLES: there are millions and millions of 
them and many fewer of the rest of us — mammals, birds, and 
reptiles. Since before recorded history, humans have eaten insects. 
While many get squeamish at the idea, entomophagy — people 
eating insects — is a possible way to ensure a sustainable and 
secure food supply for the eight billion of us on the planet.

Once seen as the great enemy of human civilization, destroying 
our crops and spreading plagues, we now see insects as 
marvellous pollinators of our food crops and a potential source 
of commercial food supply. From upscale restaurants where black 
ants garnish raw salmon to grubs as pub snacks in Paris and 
Tokyo, from backyard cricket farming to high-tech businesses, 
Eat the Beetles! weaves these cultural, ecological, and evolutionary 
narratives to provide an accessible and humorous exploration of 
entomophagy.

DAVID WALTNER-TOEWS is an epidemiologist, veterinarian, and writer 

specializing in ecosystem approaches to health and disease. He is the founding 

president of Veterinarians without Borders. Previous books include The Origin 

of Feces, The Chickens Fight Back, and Food, Sex and Salmonella. He has also 

published fiction and poetry. He lives in Kitchener, Ontario.

ISBN 978-1-77041-314-6
5.25 x 8.25", 276pp, paper
$19.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.
May 2017

ALSO BY WALTNER-TOEWS

The Origin of Feces
What Excrement Tells Us 

About Evolution, Ecology, 

and a Sustainable Society

978-1-77041-116-6, paper

$16.95 CDN / U.S.

✽✽ Could eating insects be the answer to 
our food shortages and unsustainable 
agriculture? The UN Food and Agriculture 
Organization considers entomophagy a viable 
solution to world hunger.

✽✽ There are 40 tonnes of insects to every 
human, and over 1,000 varieties are edible.

✽✽ We are fascinated with the idea of consuming 
bugs, a topic covered in Scientific American, 
Huffington Post, and National Geographic.

DAVID WALTNER-TOEWS

Eat the Beetles!
An Exploration into Our Conflicted 
Relationship with Insects
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An intimate narrative exploring the past, 
present, and future of books

FOUR SEISMIC SHIFTS have rocked human 
communication: the invention of writing, the alphabet, 
mechanical type and the printing press, and digitization. Poised 
over this fourth transition, e-reader in one hand, perfect-bound 
book in the other, Merilyn Simonds — author, literary maven, 
and early adopter — asks herself: what is lost and what is gained 
as paper turns to pixel?

Gutenberg’s Fingerprint trolls the past, present, and evolving 
future of the book in search of an answer. Part memoir and part 
philosophical and historical exploration, the book finds its muse 
in Hugh Barclay, who produces gorgeous books on a hand-
operated 19th-century letterpress. As Simonds works alongside 
this born-again Gutenberg, and with her son to develop a digital 
edition of the same book, her assumptions about reading, writing, 
the nature of creativity, and the value of imperfection are toppled.

Gutenberg’s Fingerprint is a timely and fascinating book that 
explores the myths, inventions, and consequences of the digital 
shift and how we read today.

MERILYN SIMONDS is the author of 16 books, including The Holding,  

a New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice; The Convict Lover, finalist for 

the Governor General’s Literary Award; and most recently The Paradise Project, 

flash-fiction stories hand-printed on a 19th-century press. She is founding 

artistic director of Kingston WritersFest and a past chair of the Writers’ Union of 

Canada. She teaches creative writing and mentors emerging writers around the 

world. She lives in Kingston, Ontario.

MERILYN SIMONDS

Gutenberg’s 
Fingerprint

ISBN 978-1-77041-352-8
5.25 x 8.25", 280pp, cloth
10 B&W photos throughout
$29.95 CDN / $24.95 U.S.
April 2017

✽✽ Simonds’ story traces the making of a book in 
two formats — on a 19th-century letterpress 
and in the latest digital format.

✽✽ The evolution of the book is a constant 
source of debate among devoted readers and 
technophiles, and Gutenberg’s Fingerprint 
contributes to the conversation in a 
compelling and accessible way by combining 
a big-idea book with memoir.

✽✽ 2017 celebrates the 25th anniversary of the 
first e-book.

A Book Lover Bridges the Digital Divide

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

Sticking It Out
From Juilliard to the Orchestra 

Pit, a Percussionist’s Memoir

Patti Niemi 

978-1-77041-273-6, cloth

$26.95 CDN / $24.95 U.S.

Ice Diaries
An Antarctic Memoir 

Jean McNeil 

978-1-77041-318-4, cloth

$26.95 CDN / $24.95 U.S.
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A remarkable memoir about achieving 
prosperity in the face of relentless prejudice

IN THE BLACK traces B. Denham Jolly’s personal and 
professional struggle for a place in a country where Black 
Canadians have faced systematic discrimination. He arrived 
from Jamaica to attend university in the mid-1950s and worked 
as a high school teacher before going into the nursing and 
retirement-home business. Though he was ultimately successful 
in his business ventures, Jolly faced both overt and covert 
discrimination, which led him into social activism. The need for 
a stronger voice for the Black community fuelled Jolly’s 12-year 
battle to get a licence for a Black-owned radio station in Toronto. 
At its launch in 2001, Flow 93.5 became the model for urban 
music stations across the country, helping to launch the careers of 
artists like Drake.

Jolly chronicles not only his own journey; he tells the story of 
a generation of activists who worked to reshape the country into 
a more open and just society. While celebrating these successes, 
In the Black also measures the distance Canada still has to travel 
before we reach our stated ideals of equality. 

B. DENHAM JOLLY is an award-winning businessman, publisher, 

broadcaster, and civil rights activist. He was the founding president of the Black 

Business and Professional Association and later served as the publisher of 

Contrast and launched Flow 93.5, Canada’s first Black-owned broadcaster. He 

lives in Toronto, Ontario.

ISBN 978-1-77041-378-8
5.5 x 8.5", 280pp, hardcover
20 B&W photos throughout
$29.95 CDN / U.S.
March 2017

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

Gambatte
Generations of Perseverance 

and Politics, A Memoir

David Tsubouchi 

978-1-77041-131-9, cloth

$32.95 CDN / U.S.

Far and Wide
Bring That Horizon to Me!

Neil Peart 

978-1-77041-348-1, cloth

$32.95 CDN / $29.95 U.S.

✽✽ B. Denham Jolly has experienced and fought 
against racism in every phase of his life, and 
his memoir reveals his intelligence, resilience, 
and passion in the face of that prejudice. He 
has been a business leader and an active 
proponent of Black rights in Canada for over 
four decades.

B. DENHAM JOLLY

In the Black
My Life

FINAL 

COVER 

TO BE 

REVEALED
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A rollicking memoir through the shifting 
zeitgeist of the last five decades

IN THE BAREFOOT BINGO CALLER, Antanas Sileika 
finds what’s funny and touching in the most unlikely places, 
from the bingo hall to the collapsing Soviet Union. He shares 
stories that span his attempts to shake off his suburban, ethnic, 
folk-dancing childhood to his divided allegiance as a Lithuanian-
Canadian father. Antanas has a keen eye for social comedy, 
bringing to life such memorable characters as ageing beat poets, 
oblivious college students, the queen of the booze cans, and an 
obdurate porcupine. Passing through places as varied as the prime 
minister’s office and the streets of Paris, these wry and moving 
dispatches on work and family, art, and identity are ones to be 
shared and savoured.

ANTANAS SILEIKA is the author of four works of fiction. His first book, 

Buying on Time, was shortlisted for the Leacock Medal for Humour and the 

Toronto Book Award as well as serialized on CBC Radio’s Between the Covers. 

Woman in Bronze and Underground were both listed among the 100 books of the 

year by The Globe and Mail, and the latter is in development for a film. An essay 

of his will be included in Best Canadian Essays of 2016. Antanas is the director of 

the Humber School for Writers. He lives in Toronto, Ontario.

ANTANAS SILEIKA

The Barefoot 
Bingo Caller

ISBN 978-1-77041-342-9
5.5 x 8.5", 320pp, paper
$19.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.
May 2017

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

Across Canada 
by Story
A Coast-to-Coast 

Literary Adventure

Douglas Gibson 

978-1-77041-253-8, paper

$22.95 CDN / U.S.

Coming Ashore
A Memoir

Catherine Gildiner 

978-1-77041-225-5, cloth

$27.95 CDN / $24.95 U.S.

978-1-77041-256-9, paper

$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

✽✽ Fans of Bill Bryson and David Sedaris will be 
drawn to this book for its charming anecdotes 
and relatable and touching stories.

✽✽ Sileika’s essays and reviews have been 
published in The Globe and Mail, the Toronto 
Star, the Ottawa Citizen, and Saturday Night. 
He was also co-editor of Descant and Paris 
Voices.

✽✽ His four novels have received rave reviews 
in the outlets listed above, as well as the 
National Post, the Montreal Gazette, and the 
Edmonton Journal.

A Memoir
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“In addition to her clear medical explanations, 
Mitchell’s compassionate attitude will bring 
comfort to those readers and their loved ones 
facing a cancer diagnosis.” — Publishers Weekly

ISBN 978-1-77041-389-4
5.5 x 8.5", 208pp, paper
$18.95 CDN / $15.95 U.S.
April 2017

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

The Art of Medicine
Healing and the Limits 

of Technology

Dr. Herbert Ho Ping Kong 

with Michael Posner 

978-1-77041-173-9, cloth

$34.95 CDN / U.S.

Operating Room 
Confidential
What Really Goes On 

When You Go Under

Paul Whang 

978-1-55022-918-9, paper

$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

✽✽ “By sharing the fear and uncertainty her own 
family faced with multiple cancer diagnoses, 
Mitchell has crafted a book with a very easy 
entry point . . . We’d all do well to approach 
[cancer] with the openness and candour 
Mitchell brings to the table.” — Teva Harrison, 
The Globe and Mail

✽✽ “Anyone fearing cancer (probably most of us) 
will find relief in this compelling book . . .  
By ‘liberating the facts,’ Mitchell turns the 
war on cancer into a hopeful dance.” — Plum 
Johnson, author of They Left Us Everything

ALANNA MITCHELL

Malignant 
Metaphor
Confronting Cancer Myths, a Memoir

AWARD-WINNING SCIENCE WRITER Alanna Mitchell 
confronts cancer myths in this powerful and personal book, as 
she recounts her family’s experiences with the disease. When 
her beloved brother-in-law John is diagnosed with malignant 
melanoma, Mitchell throws herself into the latest clinical 
research, providing us with a clear description of what scientists 
know of cancer and its treatments. When John enters the world 
of alternative treatments, Mitchell does, too, looking for the 
science in untested waters. She comes face to face with the 
misconceptions we share about cancer, which are rooted in blame 
and anxiety, and opens the door to new ways of looking at our 
most-feared illness.

Beautifully written, at once deeply personal and rigorous, 
Malignant Metaphor is a compassionate and persuasive book that 
has the power to change the conversation about cancer.

ALANNA MITCHELL is an award-winning journalist and author who 

writes about science and social trends. She is a global thinker who specializes 

in investigative reporting. Her recent book Sea Sick: The Global Ocean in 

Crisis is an international bestseller that won the prestigious Grantham Prize for 

Excellence in Reporting on the Environment. Her one-woman play based on that 

book was nominated for a Dora Award and she is touring it internationally. She 

lives in Toronto, Ontario.
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The eagerly anticipated fourth medical thriller 
in the award-winning series

EPIDEMIC INVESTIGATOR Dr. Zol Szabo hopes an 
extended cruise on the Indian Ocean with his girlfriend and 
his son will salve the wounds of the rough times they’ve been 
weathering at home. As they set sail coddled in unaccustomed 
luxury on the Coral Dynasty, things below deck are a little less 
sunny for the ship’s physician. Dr. Noah Ferguson reckons 
that bandaging the wounds of the crew’s seedy missteps is just 
part of a job that comes with a fair share of loneliness, but he’s 
increasingly frustrated that the most rewarding aspect of his 
practice must remain unspoken. When a mysterious microbe 
cuts a lethal swath through the crew’s quarters, Noah enlists a 
reluctant Zol, who must put his vacation on hold to investigate 
the illness before it consumes everyone on board. As the body 
count climbs, it becomes apparent that everybody carries a secret 
in international waters. Miles from land, the captain makes 
the rules, and anything inconvenient gets tossed overboard to 
disappear beneath the wake.

As a specialist in infectious diseases worldwide, ROSS PENNIE has treated 

multifarious patients battling every germ imaginable, from drug-resistant 

malaria in Papua New Guinea to flesh-eating Streptococcus in Ontario’s Golden 

Horseshoe. His first two Zol Szabo mysteries, Tainted and Tampered, won the 

Arts Hamilton Literary Award for fiction. The third, Up in Smoke, stirred the 

RCMP into investigating the trade in contraband tobacco in eastern Canada. He 

is the father of two adult children and lives with his wife in southern Ontario.

ROSS PENNIE

Beneath the Wake

ISBN 978-1-77041-276-7, cloth
$29.95 CDN / $24.95 U.S.
ISBN 978-1-77041-373-3, paper 
$17.95 CDN (available in Canada only)
6 x 9", 288pp
May 2017

ALSO IN THIS SERIES

Tainted
978-1-55022-860-1, cloth

$24.95 CDN / U.S.

978-1-77041-021-3, paper

$14.95 CDN / U.S.

Tampered
978-1-55022-936-3, cloth

$24.95 CDN / U.S.

✽✽ “Fascinating and fast-paced, a medical thriller 
with the high-stakes tension of a frightening 
epidemic.” — Tess Gerritsen on Tainted

✽✽ Pennie brings his medical expertise to 
his writing from a career as a specialist in 
infectious diseases. He has worked with every 
germ you can think of, from Falciparum malaria 
to flesh-eating Streptococcus.

✽✽ The fourth installment in the popular Dr. Zol 
Szabo series takes the doctor sailing from 
Australia on a cruise on the Indian Ocean.

A Dr. Zol Szabo Medical Mystery

Up in Smoke
978-1-55022-967-7, cloth

$24.95 CDN / U.S.

978-1-77041-185-2, paper

$14.95 CDN / U.S.
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“A stylish noir.” — The Globe and Mail on  
The Drop Zone

RETIRED DETECTIVE T.J. Peterson is working the table 
scraps that his former partner, Danny Little, sometimes throws 
his way. One of them has Peterson hearing from a snitch about 
a body buried 30 years ago, the same time a drug kingpin went 
MIA. Peterson is also ducking an ex-con with a grudge, a hitman 
who likes playing jack-in-the-box with a 12 gauge. Then a former 
lover re-enters Peterson’s life and begs him to find her daughter, 
an addict who knows too much about the local drug trade for 
her own safety. The search for the girl and the truth about the 
30-year-old corpse takes Peterson down into the hell of it all, deep 
into the underworld of crack houses, contract killing, money 
laundering, and crooked professionals doubling down on their 
investments of black money. 

BOB KROLL has been a professional writer for more than 35 years. His 

work includes books, stage plays, radio dramas, TV documentaries, and 

historical docu-dramas for museums. The Hell of It All is the second novel in a 

projected trilogy featuring T.J. Peterson. Kroll lives in Halifax, Nova Scotia.

ISBN 978-1-77041-338-2
5 x 7.75", 300pp, paper
$14.95 CDN / U.S.
March 2017

ALSO IN THE T.J. PETERSON MYSTERY SERIES

The Drop Zone
978-1-77041-244-6, paper

$14.95 CDN / U.S.

✽✽ The book includes controversial topics 
relevant in today’s news, such as contract 
killing, money laundering, addiction, and 
gang-related crimes.

✽✽ Readers of critically acclaimed ECW 
mystery authors, like Anne Emery and John 
McFetridge, will be intrigued by Kroll’s 
Halifax-based series.

✽✽ “Gritty, raw, and suspenseful from the first 
page . . . you are in for a ride.”  
— Atlantic Books Today

BOB KROLL

The Hell of It All
A T.J. Peterson Mystery
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“Merciless but honest about being monstrous, 
Wilson is worthy to stand next to Loren 
Estleman’s Peter Macklin and Donald 
Westlake’s Parker.” — Publishers Weekly

A PHONE CALL brought Wilson and nine other men to a 
job in New York. At first, he couldn’t see a way to make the heist 
work, but the score — millions of dollars in diamonds — kept 
him looking. Wilson came up with a plan he knew would work . . . 
until the inside man got killed and took the job with him. 

With no way inside, the crew walks away without the diamonds. 
Alone, Wilson is free to execute the job his way. Wilson sets a con 
in motion that should run as predictably as a trail of dominoes — 
except the con doesn’t rely on inanimate tiles, it relies on people.

Wilson pushes all of the pieces across the board only to find 
out that there are other players making their own moves against 
him. Everyone is playing to win and no one is willing to walk 
away because the job is about more than money, the job is about 
diamonds. And in this game, rocks beat paper every time.

MIKE KNOWLES lives in Hamilton with his wife, children, and dog. His 

Wilson mystery In Plain Sight was shortlisted for the Arthur Ellis Award for best 

crime novel.

MIKE KNOWLES

Rocks Beat Paper

ALSO IN THE WILSON MYSTERY SERIES

Darwin’s 
Nightmare
978-1-55022-842-7 

cloth

$24.95 CDN / U.S.

A Wilson Mystery

ISBN 978-1-77041-101-2
5 x 7.75", 228pp, paper
$17.95 CDN / $15.95 U.S.
May 2017

✽✽ Set in Brooklyn and Manhattan, Rocks Beat 
Paper is the sixth book in the Wilson series, 
and it’s the most tightly and intensely plotted 
mystery yet.

✽✽ The series has garnered fantastic reviews 
from Publishers Weekly, Booklist, and national 
newspapers.

✽✽ “Wilson can take his place alongside Richard 
Stark’s Parker as a ruthlessly efficient bad 
guy with an ingenious ability to escape tricky 
situations.” — Publishers Weekly

Grinder
978-1-55022-895-3 

cloth

$24.95 CDN / U.S.

In Plain Sight
978-1-55022-948-6 

cloth

$24.95 CDN / U.S.

Never Play 
Another 
Man’s Game
978-1-77041-097-8 

cloth

$24.95 CDN / U.S.

The Buffalo Job
978-1-77041-171-5 

paper

$12.95 CDN / U.S.
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A masterwork from one of Canada’s most 
important poets

REFERENCING THE POST-WAR neorealist film by 
Vittorio De Sica, Mary di Michele’s Bicycle Thieves commemorates 
her Italian past and her life in Canada through elegy and acts of 
translation of text and of self.

The collection opens with a kind of hymn to life on the planet, 
sung from the peak of that urban island, Montreal — an attempt 
to see beyond death. The book moves into a sequence of poems 
described by Sharon Thesen as the poet “envisioning the passage 
of time under the ‘full and waning’ moon of Mount Royal’s 
beacon cross, recalling her Italian immigrant parents in Toronto 
and her current life in Montreal [. . .] a sort of Decameron.”

Thesen’s description is apt for the collection as a whole, which 
moves into the poet’s autobiography — in search of catharsis 
through literature — and pays tributes to poets who have been 
part of the literary landscape di Michele now inhabits. Bicycle 
Thieves is poetry as time machine, transcending the borders 
between life and death, language and culture.

Poet, novelist, and member of the collaborative writing group, Yoko’s Dogs, 

MARY DI MICHELE is the author of 12 books. She has won numerous 

awards, including the Confederation Poets Prize and the Malahat Review’s Long 

Poem Prize, and has appeared on shortlists for many others. Mary has been 

living in Montreal and teaching at Concordia University in the creative writing 

program for more than 25 years.

ISBN 978-1-77041-370-2
5.5 x 8.5", 120pp, paper
$18.95 CDN / U.S.
April 2017

ALSO BY DI MICHELE

The Flower of Youth
978-1-77041-048-0, paper

$18.95 CDN / U.S.

✽✽ di Michele’s previous ECW title, The Flower of 
Youth, was shortlisted for the 2012 A.M. Klein 
Prize for Poetry.

✽✽ The title references the classic post-war 
Italian neorealist film Ladri di Biciclette by 
Vittorio De Sica.

MARY DI MICHELE

Bicycle Thieves
Poems
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The highly anticipated follow-up to the wildly 
popular Glimpse

QUICK IS George Murray’s second collection of aphorisms 
— a form that straddles the lines between poetry, philosophy, 
humour, and prose. He describes these pieces as “poetic essences” 

— sometimes even as “poems, without all the poetry getting in 
the way.” Some are deep, some clever, some funny, some all three. 
The best, he says, should read like common-sense statements that 
have never actually been expressed.

Built out of more than 450 short statements, Quick is a series 
of thoughts and ruminations, any one of which could be an entire 
poem but instead has been compressed into a single profundity. 
Following his bestselling Glimpse, Murray continues to explore 
a wide range of themes: from deep existential disquiet to the 
comforts of the meaning of belief; from what it means to be 
alive to how the world deals with hate, love, the sublime, and the 
ridiculous.

GEORGE MURRAY is the author of seven books. Glimpse reached 

bestseller status and won an Independent Publishers Book Award for poetry. 

His work appears widely in magazines and journals, and he is the editor of 

NewPoetry.ca. He lives in St. John’s, Newfoundland.

ALSO BY MURRAY

Diversion
978-1-77041-248-4, paper

$18.95 CDN / U.S.

Glimpse
978-1-55022-981-3, paper

$16.95 CDN / U.S.

ISBN 978-1-77041-381-8
5.5 x 8.5", 90pp, paper
$16.95 CDN / U.S.
April 2017

✽✽ Murray is a well-known figure in the CanLit 
scene, and his previous poetry titles 
have been positively reviewed in national 
publications (The Globe and Mail, National 
Post).

✽✽ Margaret Atwood tweeted about Glimpse, 
Murray’s first collection of aphorisms: “short! 
sharp! salty & sweet!”

GEORGE MURRAY

Quick
Aphorisms

Whiteout
978-1-77041-087-9, paper

$18.95 CDN / U.S.
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Poems that challenge the depths of perception

DAZZLE CAMOUFLAGE, at the beginning of the 20th 
century, was an attempt to answer the question, How do we hide 
those things that are too big to hide? Ships, often containing thousands 
of soldiers, were done up in a confusing array of lines to perplex 
and distort the viewer’s perspective (in this case, German 
submarines). “Razzle dazzle” was art attempting to hide life.

Jamie Sharpe’s Dazzle Ships is also concerned with art’s 
relationship to life. It questions how we build poems from 
the material of mass culture. And in asking whether authentic 
modes of expression can be found in an increasingly automated 
world, Sharpe creates a poetry that is at once as disturbing as it is 
hilarious and as deeply profound as it is subtle.

JAMIE SHARPE is the author of Animal Husbandry Today and  

Cut-up Apologetic. He lives in Comox, B.C.

ISBN 978-1-77041-369-6
5.5 x 8.5", 120pp, paper
$18.95 CDN / U.S.
April 2017

ALSO BY SHARPE

Cut-up Apologetic
978-1-77041-230-9, paper

$18.95 CDN / U.S.

Animal Husbandry Today
978-1-77041-106-7, paper

$18.95 CDN / U.S.

✽✽ Sharpe’s first collection was so well reviewed 
and heavily profiled that it is one of ECW’s 
bestselling poetry titles in recent years.

✽✽ “Jamie Sharpe’s Cut-up Apologetic slashes 
through cultures and sutures their highs and 
lows.” — Winnipeg Free Press

JAMIE SHARPE

Dazzle Ships
Poems
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Featuring tributes from award-winning 
writers

IN A CITY sometimes referred to as “The Big 
Smoke,” Toronto’s extensive network of sunken 
rivers, forested vales, and expansive shoreline has 
been too often overlooked, neglected, or forgotten. 
However, the last 25 years has seen these distinctive 
landscapes rediscovered and even embraced as great 
civic spaces. Commissioned by the City of Toronto 
to chronicle the wonders of these wilderness parks, 
renowned photographer Robert Burley looks at these 
sites as integral parts of urban life, from breathtaking 
lake views of the Scarborough Bluffs to glimpses of 
the densely wooded trails in the Carolinian forests of 
Rouge Park, Canada’s first and only urban national 
park.

Burley’s photos are augmented with selections of 
poetry and prose by some of Toronto’s best-known 
writers, including Anne Michaels, George Elliott 
Clarke, Alissa York, and Michael Mitchell. A historical 
essay and an appendix highlight the history, the 
biodiversity, and the priceless cultural value of these 
urban parklands. Though confined to the city limits, 
An Enduring Wilderness is full of surprising ecological 
and urban discoveries that know no limits themselves.

Over a career spanning 35 years, ROBERT BURLEY has 

undertaken numerous urban landscape projects, including 

an exploration of Chicago’s O’Hare Airfield and, as part of the 

larger commission, Viewing Olmsted, New York City’s Central 

Park. In 2012, Burley published The Disappearance of Darkness, 

documenting the demise of the industrial architecture supporting 

analog photography. Burley’s works are collected and exhibited by 

major art museums around the world. He currently lives in Toronto 

and teaches at Ryerson University’s School of Image Arts.

ISBN 978-1-77041-379-5
12 x 9", 250pp, cloth
full colour throughout
$59.95 CDN / U.S.
May 2017

✽✽ Publishing in time for Canada’s 150th anniversary, this 
is the only full pictorial showing the majesty of Toronto’s 
parks and ravines through the four seasons.

✽✽ Lavishly produced, An Enduring Wilderness is the perfect 
coffee table book.

ROBERT BURLEY

An Enduring 
Wilderness
Toronto’s Natural Parklands
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A pioneering and beloved Canadian legend 
comes to life

FATHER DAVID BAUER changed lives — at the rink, in 
the classroom, and at the pulpit. Bauer’s dream created the 
first truly national Canadian hockey team. In 1963, that unique 
group represented Canada abroad and were committed to 
both country and to Father Bauer. Whether shepherding the 
hockey program at St. Michael’s College in Toronto or the men’s 
national team out of the University of British Columbia, Bauer 
was both spiritual leader and trailblazer. 

Through exhaustive research and countless interviews, 
author Greg Oliver explores a Canadian icon, the teams that 
he put on the ice, and the rocky, almost unfathomable years of 
the 1970s when Canada didn’t play international hockey. Finally, 
for the first time ever, the whole story of Father Bauer’s critical 
importance to Canada’s game is told in the rich detail it deserves, 
and a beloved icon is celebrated for his contributions to our 
nation’s sporting history.

A writer, editor, and stay-at-home dad, GREG OLIVER has written 

extensively about hockey and professional wrestling. Recent books include 

Blue Lines, Goal Lines, & Bottom Lines ; Don’t Call Me Goon ; The Goaltenders’ 

Union ; Written in Blue & White ; and Duck with the Puck. A member of the 

Society for International Hockey Research, Greg lives in Toronto, Ontario, with 

his wife and son. Learn more at OliverBooks.ca. JIM GREGORY is a vice-

president with the NHL and was inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame in 2007.

ISBN 978-1-77041-249-1
6 x 9", 360pp, cloth
8-page colour section, 24 photos
$32.95 CDN / $29.95 U.S.
April 2017

ALSO BY OLIVER

Blue Lines, Goal Lines 
& Bottom Lines
Hockey Contracts and 

Historical Documents from 

the Collection of Allan Stitt

978-1-77041-251-4, cloth

$39.95 CDN / U.S.

The Goaltenders’ Union
Hockey’s Greatest Puckstoppers, 

Acrobats, and Flakes

978-1-77041-149-4, paper

$19.95 CDN / U.S.

✽✽ This is the only biography of Father David 
Bauer in print, and it features interviews with 
major players in the Canadian hockey world.

✽✽ Bauer was coach for Canada at the 1964 
Olympics; general manager in the 1965, 1966, 
1967, and 1969 world championships and the 
1968 Olympics; and he managed the 1980 
Canadian Olympic team.

GREG OLIVER, FOREWORD BY 
JIM GREGORY

Father Bauer  
and the Great 
Experiment
The Genesis of Canadian Olympic Hockey
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The first Black American in the NHL tells his 
story — now in trade paper

VAL JAMES received his first pair of skates for his 13th 
birthday, and by 16, he left his home in New York to play in 
Canada, where he was the only Black person on his Junior team 
and, often, in the whole town. While popular for his tough 
play and winning personality, the teenager faced racist taunts 
at opposing arenas. The prejudice he encountered continued at 
all levels of the game. He became the first African American 
NHLer when he took to the ice with the Buffalo Sabres in 1982, 
and in 1987, he was the first Black player of any nationality 
to skate for the Toronto Maple Leafs. In his two NHL stints, 
James defined himself as a team player known for his pugilistic 
skills.

As featured in a Fox News Black History Month 
documentary, on NHL.com, NPR’s Morning Edition, ESPN’s 
Olbermann, and in Newsday, the L.A. Times, and the New York 
Times, Black Ice is the story of a trailblazing athlete who endured 
and overcame discrimination to realize his dreams and become 
an inspiration for future generations. This edition includes a 
new afterword that explores James’s legacy.

After nearly 20 years playing Junior and professional hockey, VAL JAMES 

settled in Ontario with his wife, Ina. Currently a federal prosecutor, JOHN 

GALLAGHER is a former White House Fellow and former New York City 

police officer. He lives with his family in Pennsylvania.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN HARDCOVER

Black Ice
The Val James Story

978-1-77041-201-9, cloth

$24.95 CDN / U.S.

ISBN 978-1-77041-363-4
6 x 9", 224pp, paper
15 colour photos in 8-page section
$19.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.
January 2017

✽✽ Originally released in cloth in February 2015, 
Black Ice received major media attention, 
including a New York Times profile and a video 
profile on Fox News.

✽✽ James currently lives in Niagara Falls. He 
is available to visit schools and bookstores 
in Canada and the U.S. to talk about his 
experiences.

✽✽ This title will be heavily promoted throughout 
Black History Month.

VALMORE JAMES  
AND JOHN GALLAGHER

Black Ice
The Val James Story
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The Clay Girl
HEATHER TUCKER

978-1-77041-303-0
5.5 x 8.5", 352pp, paper
$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

“Stunning — a really great novel 
full of enormously difficult life 
situations yet handled by an author 
blessed with a flair for language, 
poetics, insight, truly great 
characters, and a kind of grace that 
defies description. A coming-of-age 
like no other. Don’t miss this!”  
— Sheryl Cotleur, 
Copperfield’s Bookstore
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Clockwork Lives
KEVIN J. ANDERSON AND 
NEIL PEART

978-1-77041-294-1
6 x 9", 400pp, cloth
full colour throughout,  
14 illustrations
$27.95 CDN / $24.95 U.S.

“Fantasy fans will be captivated by 
this steampunk version of  
The Canterbury Tales.”  
— Library Journal, starred
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Born to Walk
The Transformative Power 
of a Pedestrian Act
DAN RUBINSTEIN

978-1-77041-189-0
5.5 x 8.5", 304pp, cloth
$27.95 CDN / $25.95 U.S.

“Walking long distances daily is 
good for your health. We know 
that. But Rubinstein goes several 
steps further with this thought-
provoking, transcendent book 
on the benefits of covering the 
miles on foot.” — Toronto Star
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The Optimistic 
Environmentalist
Progressing Towards 
a Greener Future
DAVID R. BOYD

978-1-77041-238-5
5.25 x 8.25", 248pp, paper
$19.95 CDN / $17.95 U.S.

“Boyd presents all this information 
well, and it’s a refreshing 
perspective. Environmentalists, 
students, and interested readers 
will find this accessible book 
a morale booster and a spur 
to become part of this great 
transition.” — Library Journal
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Cauchemar
ALEXANDRA GRIGORESCU

978-1-77041-234-7
5.5 x 8.5", 320pp, paper
$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

“Grigorescu grabs readers with 
a sense of foreboding at the start 
and builds intense tension as she 
leads them into a haunting place 
where the lines between dream and 
reality, living and dead, blur and 
hypnotize.” — Publishers Weekly
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Nowhere with You
The East Coast Anthems of 
Joel Plaskett, The Emergency 
and Thrush Hermit
JOSH O’KANE

978-1-77041-237-8
5.5 x 8.5", 232pp, paper
25 b&w photos
$18.95 CDN / U.S.

“An exemplary rock’n’roll biography, 
perfectly tracing the timeline of 
Plaskett’s rise up the ranks of 
Canadiana while also offering up 
enough unknown tidbits to surprise 
even the most well-informed 
supporters and historians of East 
Coast indie rock.” — Exclaim
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Once They Were Hats
In Search of the Mighty Beaver
FRANCES BACKHOUSE

978-1-77041-207-1
5.25 x 8.25", 272pp, paper
10 b&w illustrations  
throughout
$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

“Backhouse’s history of the 
web-footed mammals that have a 
historic tie to Canadian identity 
makes for unexpectedly delightful 
reading — there is much to learn 
from the buck-toothed rodents 
of yore.” — National Post
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On the Shores of 
Darkness, There  
Is Light
CORDELIA STRUBE

978-1-77041-296-5
5.5 x 8.5", 376pp, paper
$18.95 CDN / U.S.

“Strube captures a madcap sense 
of momentum and consequence 
that never falters or overwhelms. 
Each character is part of Strube’s 
deliberately constructed card 
tower, the building of which, as 
readers anticipate its eventual 
fall, provides the narrative 
with a tremendous amount 
of strength and personality.” 
— Publishers Weekly, starred
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The Conjoined
JEN SOOKFONG LEE

978-1-77041-284-2
5.5 x 8.5", 272pp, paper
$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

“The mystery of how the girls died 
is not the book’s main focus, but 
this captivating novel still moves 
with the pace of a thriller as it 
deftly fills in the gaps in the lives 
of several people, each fractured by 
horrors of their very own, joined 
as one in betrayal, trauma, and 
uncertainty.” — Publishers Weekly

Ice Diaries
An Antarctic Memoir
JEAN MCNEIL

978-1-77041-318-4
5.5 x 8.5", 384pp, cloth
20 b&w photos
$26.95 CDN / $24.95 U.S.

“Ice Diaries is stunningly written and 
should be on the shelf of anyone 
fascinated by the globe’s final 
geographic and psychic frontier.” 
— New York Times Book Review

A Little More Free
An Eddie Dougherty Mystery
JOHN MCFETRIDGE

978-1-77041-264-4
5 x 7.75", 328pp, paper
$14.95 CDN / U.S.

“This terrific continuation of the 
narrative McFetridge began in 
Black Rock opens with a bang…
Working with a deceptively 
simple style that echoes Joseph 
Wambaugh, McFetridge has 
delivered an unpredictable 
mystery, a fine character study, 
and a vivid snapshot of 1972 
Montreal.” — Publishers Weekly

Boring Girls
SARA TAYLOR

978-1-77041-016-9
5.5 x 8.5", 392pp, paper
$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

“An incredibly honest, cogent, and 
disturbing portrayal of what it is like 
to be a woman working in a male-
dominated scene and art . . . Boring 
Girls is a bloody, vulgar, violent 
book that pulls no punches . . . it’s 
a harrowing read.” — National Post

Sticking It Out
From Juilliard to the Orchestra 
Pit, a Percussionist’s Memoir
PATTI NIEMI

978-1-77041-273-6
5.5 x 8.5", 264pp, cloth
$26.95 CDN / $24.95 U.S.

“An eye-opening tale of demanding 
teachers, gruelling practice 
schedules, severe performance, 
anxiety, and bias against ‘girl 
drummers’ — a funny, poignant 
first-person account of the fierce 
commitment it takes to succeed in 
classical music.” — San Jose Mercury

The Ultimate Guide to 
Preventing and Treating 
MMA Injuries
Featuring advice from UFC Hall 
of Famers Randy Couture, Ken 
Shamrock, Bas Rutten, Pat 
Miletich, Dan Severn and more!
DR. JONATHAN GELBER

978-1-77041-172-2
6 x 9", 200pp, paper
80 b&w photos and  
illustrations
$24.95 CDN / $22.95 U.S.

“I wish I had known all the 
prevention tips found in this 
book when I was competing. 
It would have saved me a lot 
of pain!” — Bas Rutten, UFC 
Hall of Famer and Heavyweight 
Champion, 3x King of Pancrase

Freenet
STEVE STANTON

978-1-77041-229-3
5.5 x 8.5", 264pp, paper
$16.95 CDN / $14.95 U.S.

“Freenet is a non-stop, furiously 
paced story that takes the reader 
on a fascinating journey from 
deep space to artificial intelligence 
to the primordial history of 
the human species.” — Robert 
Charles Wilson, award-winning 
author of The Affinities and Spin

Love in the  
Elephant Tent
How Running Away with the 
Circus Brought Me Home
KATHLEEN CREMONESI

978-1-77041-252-1
5.5 x 8.5", 400pp, cloth
16 colour photos in section
$25.95 CDN / U.S.

“Cremonesi’s memoir is saturated 
with descriptive language and 
emotion . . . Readers looking 
for stories of self-discovery, 
as well as fans of Sara Gruen’s 
Water for Elephants (2006), will 
enjoy this title.” — Booklist
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Congratulations on 
Everything
NATHAN WHITLOCK

978-1-77041-290-3
5.5 x 8.5", 328pp, paper
$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

“Whitlock’s second novel (after 
A Week of This) slyly masks 
immense depth of character and 
emotion behind wry humor and 
a simple story about seemingly 
uncomplicated people . . . Whitlock 
shows that characters don’t need 
to be flashy to be interesting, just 
written well.” — Publishers Weekly

Cup of Coffee
A Photographic Tribute 
to Lesser Known Toronto 
Maple Leafs, 1978–99
GRAIG ABEL AND  
LANCE HORNBY

978-1-77041-272-9
6 x 9", 280pp, paper
full colour throughout
$19.95 CDN / U.S.

A stint with the Leafs, no matter 
how short, carries a certain cachet. 
Featuring 256 players, Cup of Coffee 
tells those stories with full-colour 
action pictures shot by veteran 
Leafs photographer Graig Abel.

Moguls, Monsters  
and Madmen
An Uncensored Life in 
Show Business
BARRY AVRICH

978-1-77041-287-3
5.5 x 8.5", 408pp, cloth
$28.95 CDN / $25.95 U.S.

“An entertaining look at 
some giant-sized celebrity 
personalities.” — Kirkus Reviews

“If you want to know what it 
takes to claw your way to the top 
of entertainment industry, read 
this book. It’s thrilling — and 
terrifying.”  
— Michael Riedel, New York Post

This Is a Book About  
the Kids in the Hall
JOHN SEMLEY

978-1-77041-305-4
5.5 x 8.5", 312pp, paper
$19.95 CDN / $17.95 U.S.

“Semley’s comprehensive and 
engagingly written book will appeal 
primarily to fans of the Kids and 
also those interested in the history 
of the comedy scene of the 1980s 
and 1990s.” — Library Journal

For the Love of Mary
CHRISTOPHER MEADES

978-1-55022-974-5
5.5 x 8.5", 352pp, paper
$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

“With a style and wit reminiscent 
of William Kotzwinkle, Meades 
has fashioned an engagingly droll 
coming-of-age tale set against a 
backdrop of gentle (yet barbed) 
religious satire.” — Publishers Weekly

Fun and Games
My 40 Years Writing Sports
DAVE PERKINS, FOREWORD BY 
BRIAN WILLIAMS

978-1-77041-312-2
5.5 x 8.5", 336pp, paper
20 b&w photos throughout
$19.95 CDN / U.S.

“Few can spin a yarn with the wit 
and clever turns of phrase that 
Perky can.” — Shi Davidi, Sportsnet

“This book is a delightful way to 
experience it all again, through the 
wise, funny man’s eyes.” — Bruce 
Arthur, Toronto Star sports columnist 

Jersey Tough
My Wild Ride from Outlaw 
Biker to Undercover Cop
WAYNE “BIG CHUCK” 
BRADSHAW

978-1-77041-261-3
6 x 9", 336pp, paper
15 b&w photos throughout
$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

“This fascinating book is true-crime 
writing at its best and will appeal 
to anyone interested in the sordid 
dealings of America’s criminal 
underworlds.” — Publishers Weekly

A Killing Art
The Untold History of Tae Kwon 
Do, Updated and Revised
ALEX GILLIS

978-1-77041-300-9
6 x 9", 264pp, paper
$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

“Fascinating, fast-paced, and 
reads more like a spy novel than 
a history.” — Quill & Quire

“A suspenseful and meticulously 
written history of the martial 
art.” — Tae Kwon Do Times
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“Leach’s report is both 

affectingly personal, delving into 

many intimate stories of 

visionaries, and a sound 

historical study . . . An eye-

opening look at an Eden of 

eco-villages gradually giving way 

to economic exigencies.” 

— Kirkus Reviews

 

“An insane road trip to the 

Canadian water apocalypse 

courtesy of the corporate 

forces of ignorance and greed, 

and a blueprint for a rational, 

prosperous and dignified 

future by the visionary prophet 

of democracy and 

sustainability.”  

— Robert F. Kennedy Jr. 

“Eddie Dougherty is the kind of 

guy who grows on you, and 

now, in John McFetridge’s third 

Dougherty novel, Eddie is in full 

bloom as a solid character and 

an intuitively smart cop . . . A 

McFetridge book at his 

excellent best.” 

— Toronto Star

“Populated with a diverse cast 

of well-drawn characters . . . 

this book is for readers who  

like their history gritty and 

action-packed.” 

— Publishers Weekly

“A bleak and luminescent 

elegy, a frontier novel 

masquerading as post-

apocalyptic fiction and vice 

versa. One of the most intense 

CanLit novels of all time.”  

— Clifford Jackman, author 

of The Winter Family

ECW Press acknowledges the support of the Canada Council for the Arts, which last year invested $153 
million to bring the arts to Canadians throughout the country. This book is funded in part by the 
Government of Canada. Nous remercions le Conseil des arts du Canada de son soutien. L’an dernier, le Conseil a 
investi 153 millions de dollars pour mettre de l’art dans la vie des Canadiennes et des Canadiens de tout le pays. Ce livre 
est financé en partie par le gouvernement du Canada. We acknowledge the support of the Ontario Arts Council 
(OAC), an agency of the Government of Ontario, which last year funded 1,737 individual artists and 
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